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Abstract—Path planning for autonomous driving with dynamic obstacles poses a challenge because it needs to perform a higher-dimensional search (including time) while still meeting real-time constraints. This paper proposes an algorithm-hardware co-optimization approach to accelerate path planning with high-dimensional search space. First, we reduce the time for a nearest neighbor search and collision detection by mapping nodes and obstacles to a lower-dimensional space and memorizing recent search results. Then, we propose a hardware extension for efficient memorization. The experimental results on a modern processor and a cycle-level simulator show that the execution time is reduced significantly.

I. INTRODUCTION

Path planning for autonomous driving faces challenges including strict real-time constraints as well as dynamic obstacles. First, in autonomous driving, path planning can take 100 ms on average on a commercial autonomous driving development platform [15] like Baidu Apollo, while the safety requirement assumes the sensor-to-actuator latency must be less than 100 ms [9] to ensure the responsiveness. Second, modern autonomous vehicle has to deal with dynamic obstacles. In real-world streets, there are other vehicles moving at high speed, and there are pedestrians walking at low speed. Path planning algorithm has to deal with these moving objects and avoid collisions. It has to take into account the locations of the obstacles at different timesteps. Recent work on path planning algorithms such as PUMP [7] and contingency planning [6] consider dynamic obstacles. However, it could take as long as 500 ms to compute a path in these scenarios on a CPU. Even on a GPU, PUMP still need around 100 ms to find a path.

On-time execution of path planning is important to the safety and efficiency of vehicle. Pruning [11] has been used to accelerate it in software. Algorithm-specific accelerators have also been proposed for rapid-exploring random tree (RRT) [14], probabilistic roadmap (PRM) [10], and A* [8], using different hardware technologies including FPGA or ASICs. While these accelerators for path planning do address the individual needs of the specific scenarios, they do not target the autonomous driving and do not consider dynamic obstacles.

Besides, flexibility to choose and modify the path planning algorithm to be accelerated is also very important, as the regulations and algorithms are evolving continuously. However, many of the existing path planning accelerator designs only consider one specific algorithm [14] at a time with most of the hyper-parameters baked into the accelerator hardware at design/program time. While these hardwired algorithms do perform well and provide good performance on the targeted scenario at the time of launch, they may not be flexible enough to adapt to new or modified algorithms.

In this paper, we address path planning for autonomous driving with dynamic obstacles. The major contributions of this work is as follows:

1) We introduce the space-filling curve for efficient indexing, memorization and pruning of time-consuming nearest neighbor search and collision detection in path planning.
2) We propose a high-performance hardware implementation and the programming interface for memorization of the space-filling curve-indexed tree nodes, which is for nearest neighbor search and collision detection.
3) We demonstrate that the proposed hardware-assisted approach can lead to significant performance improvement for path planning with dynamic obstacles in both synthetic and realistic benchmarks.

II. APPROACH

Handling Dynamic Obstacles: We consider the autonomous vehicle is performing path planning on a 2D plane. At different time, the obstacles will be at different positions on the 2D plane. A dynamic obstacle in a 2D plane will become a set of obstacles whose coordinates in the 3D space can be described by (x, y, t). We can effectively regard the 2D planning problem with dynamic obstacles as a 3D planning problem. However, the time dimension is different from a normal spatial dimension, which requires additional constraint for it. Since time only goes in one direction, for any two nodes (x_i, y_i, t_i) and (x_j, y_j, t_j) on a path P where i < j, we must guarantee t_i < t_j. The additional constraint is enforced when selecting nearest neighbors in RRT.

Software-based Memorization: We use memorization to reduce the total execution time of path planning. In traditional sampling-based planning, much of the execution time is spent on finding the nearest neighbor (NN) and detecting collisions. To accelerate these procedures, we memorize the recent accessed nodes and the collision state so that some of similar queries can be skipped. Figure 1 shows the high-level flow of our approach. In the baseline RRT, the time consuming nearest neighbor search and collision detection are performed for all iterations. However, we use an small-size data store named Morton store (name after Morton space-filing curve [4]) to memorize the key information from baseline nearest neighbor search and collision detection. For each iteration, we always check the Morton store first to opportunistically skip the time-consuming baseline NN search and collision detection.
The limited-size Morton store works as follows. We first calculate the Morton codes $M_n$ and $M_o$ for both the coordinates of tree nodes $X_n = (x_n, y_n, t_n)$ as well as the obstacles $X_o = (x_o, y_o, t_o)$. Morton code projects point $(x, y, t)$ from 3D space onto 1D curve, while maintaining spatial locality $(x, y, t)$ are represented as 32-bit integers). The Morton codes $M_n$ and $M_o$ are 64-bit numbers and are used as the tag for the corresponding nodes and obstacles. To adjust the projection granularity, we mask $k$ least significant bits of the Morton code

$$M'_n \leftarrow M_n \oplus \underbrace{1 \ldots 1}_{(64-k) \text{ bits}} \underbrace{0 \ldots 0}_{k \text{ bits}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

The pseudocode for our Morton-store based acceleration approach is shown in Algorithm 1. For each iteration we first generate a new random node (Line 2). Then we calculate its masked Morton code and search for entries with matching Morton codes in the Morton store (Line 3). If there is no match in the Morton store, we perform the baseline nearest neighbor search using kdtree (Line 4). Then we perform the “steer” operation to find a node along the direction of $X_{rand}$ but with unit distance to $X_{nearest}$. For collision detection, we also check the Morton store first (Line 8). If the result indicates that it is not NO_COLLISION state (or a miss), we do more time-consuming baseline detailed collision detection (Line 9). After that, we update the Morton store (Line 11) and the baseline tree (Line 12-14). The solution path has to perform exact collision detection for each segment to make sure the path is indeed safe (NO_COLLISION). Compared with the time saved for exact collision detections using Morton store, the solution checking overhead is negligible. The time complexity of the algorithm is $O(N \cdot (\alpha \cdot \log N + \beta \cdot \log L))$ where $N$ is the number of nodes in the tree, $L$ is the number of obstacles, and $\alpha$, $\beta$ are probabilities Line 8 and Line 12 are taken, respectively ($0 < \alpha, \beta \leq 1$). For normal RRT without using Morton store, we have $\alpha, \beta = 1$.

**Hardware-assisted Memorization:** The software-based Morton store reduces the execution time significantly by skipping time-consuming baseline NN search and collision detection, and it can be further accelerated by hardware-assisted memorization. Since Morton code calculation and matching is processed by iterating all the existing Morton codes sequentially in software, it can take multiple instructions. To estimate how many dynamic instructions the Morton store takes, we use Valgrind [13] to count the number of dynamic instructions of the Morton store lookups and updates.

Figure 2 shows the profiled results of different testcases with different map edge length, timesteps, and number of dynamic obstacles. On average the Morton store-related dynamic instruction count is made up of 20% of the total dynamic instructions, and in the worst case, it can compose of more than 45% of the total number of dynamic instructions. However, with hardware-assisted memorization, the dynamic instruction counts can be reduced dramatically. We can use content-addressable memory for the Morton store lookup and update directly in hardware to reduce the dynamic instruction count and the correspondingly the execution time.

The hardware-based Morton store is implemented by a fully-associative content-addressable memory whose memoryline size is 64 bytes, which can maintain eight 8-byte addresses of RRT nodes. Since these nodes are allocated on the stack, the MSB are always 0 in our settings, and we use the most significant 8 bits of the address to indicate whether there is a collision or not. Figure 3 shows the example of the hardware Morton store implemented in content-addressable memory. The tagstore keeps the Morton codes, and each row contains the state (collision/no collision) information as well as the addresses...
of the nodes. For collision state, as long as there is one state that indicates collision among all states in one memoryline, the output will be a collision.

The content-addressable memory is connected directly to the CPU, as shown in Figure 4. Upon a hit, the corresponding memoryline used for extracting collision state or node address is processed. Upon a read miss, nothing is modified in the Morton store. While upon a write miss, the oldest referenced memoryline is evicted. In order to access this content-addressable memory in software and provide flexibility to different planning algorithms, we define the following ISA extensions. morton_update, morton_col and morton_nn which are listed in Table I. morton_update takes in the coordinates of a node and its collision state and updates this information in the Morton store. morton_col takes in the coordinates of a node, look it up in the content-addressable memory and decides whether there is a collision. morton_nn finds the memory address of the approximate nearest neighbor in the Morton store by looking up entry with the same Morton code. In this work, we use these instructions to accelerate RRT. However, it can also be used in other sampling-based planning algorithms such as PRM.

III. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed memorization scheme based on the Morton code for both software and hardware implementations.

Synthetic Test Cases: For the synthetic test cases, they are on a square map, with dynamic obstacles running on it. The synthetic test cases are characterized by three parameters, i.e., the number of dynamic obstacles, the edge length of the square map, and the number of time steps. The solution path should start at (0, 0) and destination is (l, l) where l is the edge length of the square map. We randomly generate the starting and ending locations of the obstacles at the beginning and the ending of the simulation period. The intermediate positions of the obstacles are linearly interpolated. Figure 5 shows an example of the test case with 5 dynamic obstacles, the edge length of 100, and 20 time steps. The solution path from (0,0) to (100,100) is marked in blue.

The number of obstacles determines the difficulty of the path planning problem. In general, with more obstacles, it takes more time to find a safe path and the length of the path may also be longer because more space is occupied by the obstacles. The edge length of the map and the number of time steps mainly increases the execution time for path planning. On the other hand, a longer edge length and more time steps will provide more accurate solutions with more intermediate points along the path.

Software Performance Evaluation: We evaluate the software-based Morton store on a desktop with Intel i7-6700 CPU 3.40GHz and 16GB DDR4 memory at 2133MHz. The baseline RRT algorithm is implemented in C++. The baseline nearest neighbor search is based on kd-tree [12]. We use libmorton [3] for Morton code calculation.

We simulate 12 configurations with the map edge length in \{100, 200\}, the number of time steps in \{10,100\}, the number of obstacles in \{5, 10, 20\}. We compare the total execution time of the baseline RRT and the RRT with the software Morton-store (sw-morton). For each configuration, we randomly generate 10 different test cases. Since the algorithm is a randomized algorithm, for each test case, we repeat the experiment 10 times and show the average execution time. Figure 6 shows the execution time. On average, the software Morton store-based path planning reduces the execution time by 51% compared to the baseline RRT.

Hardware Evaluation: The proposed hardware-assisted approach uses content-addressable memory for a fast look-up and update of recently-accessed tree nodes for the nearest neighbor search and collision detection. We evaluate the performance of this hardware-based Morton store using gem5 simulator [5]. The simulator configuration is shown in Table II. We implemented HW Morton store and a customized port between CPU and HW Morton store for the look-up and update in gem5.

We use the same 12 configurations that are used in the software evaluation in the previous subsection. Figure 9 shows the execution time of the baseline, the software-based Morton store (sw-morton) and the hardware-based Morton (hw-morton) store. The performance improvements over the baseline are 2.28X for software-based Morton store and 8X for hardware-based Morton store on average. For the best configuration, the performance is improved by 6.74X and 56.3X for software and hardware Morton stores, respectively. Figure 10 shows the solution path lengths for baseline, the software-based Morton store and the hardware-based Morton store. The average
solution length of the software Morton and hardware Morton stores are 1.42X and 1.65X that of the baseline solution. This is due to the fact that the SW or HW Morton store can only find approximate nearest neighbor instead of the exact nearest neighbor. Thus, the solution path may fluctuate more compared to the baseline. As shown in Figure 8, around position (80, 80) of the map, path given by the HW-based Morton store moves back and forth before reaching (100, 100), which increases the solution length compared to the baseline solution shown in Figure 7. Such path can use refinement [1] to reduce the overall length.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we proposed a software-hardware co-design approach to accelerate path planning for autonomous driving. In the algorithm/software level, we use Morton codes as the tags to index the approximate nearest neighbor and collision detection. In hardware, we use a content-addressable memory to efficiently search for nodes indexed by Morton codes. The experimental results show that the proposed acceleration can significantly improve the performance over the baseline, by 8X on average in terms of the execution time.
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